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Extension to the Emergency Bill until 31st October 2022 

I am a very concerned Australian citizen. I was born and grew up in beautiful Australia. Mostly A place of 
hard-working peace-loving, Government trusting people. 

During the last 2 years of being under Emergency Powers, I have witnessed the overreach 
of government control, that has achieved nothing more than divided communities' states, families, and 
friends. It has sent business broke, left families in financial ruins. They have engineered emergency powers 
to serve their political agenda when it was supposed to be about keeping safe from a virus. 

I have spent 2 years listening to CHO so called Health advice, get the Jab, wash your hands, stay away from 
grandma, you will die, and reporting the manipulated death numbers to scare people into compliancy. This 
in my opinion is not health advice. Follow the science they say? Which science the one of marketing. There 
has never been any credible medical science. 

The so called Jab is an experiemental procedure thats right EXPERIMENTAL which does not stop 
transmission, nor does it provide immunity. Stop the hospitalisation they say ? Follow the science would 
mean scientific proof that this is to be the case.  

So far we know that most of the population would not have needed hospitalisation and had a strong 98% 
of survival. It is a lie to say it has stopped hospitalization when no credible studies have been done. 
Watching and listening to real world-renowned specialist shows that Pfizer falsified data withheld safety 
data to promote their product. They have made billions of dollars with no accountability. 

These specialists have been censored. Yet The voices heard are from those that have a vested interest. 
they get paid to say what their sponsors tell them to say. I do not look to celebrities, influencers for my 
health advice. 

Australian people have been duped coerced into a very dangerous Experimental mRNA medical procedure 
renamed the 'Jab' and called a vaccine. Take two shots they say, now three shots when will the shots stop. 
Our government has denied early treatment and withheld treatments that have been shown to be 
successful as a treatment, WHY? 

 One only has to look at what's happening in other countries like Canada New Zealand and Isarael , to be 
very, very, concerned to governments that won't give back our human rights and civil liberties. 
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 The government led by Palaszczuk has failed to keep a grasp on mitigating the many human facets of our 
state. In the beginning one can understand the decisions. However, as time went on and more was known 
of the real risks of this virus, the government did not adjust their overreach. She blocked many families out 
of Qld unless people adhered to her 'Experimental Vaccine PCR agenda. even when people complied, she 
continued to take a Dis compassionate approach. She is a bully and bullies should not be tolerated. The 
Queensland government has treated people as if they are irresponsible children. I have had enough. 
 
I have been denied, as many more families have, access to their families in other states. I will be forever 
left with grief in my heart for the careless heartless response by this government. 
 
 The NSW border closure was the epitome of abuse of power.  
No decision was made on sound health advice it was all politicized. 
 
I have had enough! and feel that any extension of the Emergency Bill is fraught with a greater agenda. It 
will be a huge violation to our human rights. 
 
 There is no scientific reason to extend powers. We live in a democracy. 
 
The trouble with governments who have had so much power for too long, don't even recognize the 
violation to a Free country and have a fear of letting go. 
 
Please see reason, please see the danger you will place your fellow Australian's in by passing this Bill. 
 
Please apply our constitutional rights to Freedom and do not pass this Bill. 
 
Thank you for listening 
 
Sharlene Allison 
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